Non-Volcanic Tremor (NVT) and related relatively weak and slow slip events termed Episodic Tremor and Slip (ETS) are observed below the seismogenic sections of numerous subduction zones and several major strike-slip faults. These events have various characteristics that distinguish them from regular tectonic earthquakes. Here we show that a frictional fault in elastic solid with a region below the seismogenic zone having on average a critical (near-)zero weakening during slip provides a simple unified explanation for the diverse observed phenomenology of NVT-ETS. The results imply that NVT-ETS have little predictive power on the occurrence of large events in the overriding seismogenic zone. Additional model predictions that may be tested with future high-resolution observations are fractal slip distributions and failure areas, discrete power-law frequency-moment statistics with exponent 3/2 and exponential tapering, overall scale-invariant potency/moment/magnitude time histories, triggered periodic NVT with evolving size and rate correlated with the stressing rate of the periodic triggering mechanisms, and parabolic (or exponential) source time functions for event sizes measured by duration (or moment/potency).
I N T RO D U C T I O N
Following the early discoveries of Non-Volcanic Tremor (NVT) (Obara 2002) and associated family of slow earthquakes radiating relatively low frequency waves (i.e. events dubbed SSE, LFE, VLF, etc.), referred to jointly as Episodic Tremor and Slip (ETS) (Katsumata & Kamaya 2003; Rogers & Dragert 2003; Obara et al. 2004; Maeda & Obara 2009) , considerable research has shown that they occur along many subduction zones and several large strikeslip faults (e.g. Schwartz & Rokosky 2007; Rubinstein et al. 2010; Peng & Gomberg 2010 , and references therein). These events are confined to depth sections of major fault interfaces which begin at (or some distance from) the bottom of the seismogenic zone and end about 15-30 km deeper at a transition to a fully aseismic faulting process (e.g. Kao et al. 2005; Peng et al. 2009; Peng & Gomberg 2010; Shelly 2010) . The NVT-ETS have relatively small slip values and long durations compared to regular seismic earthquakes. Significantly, Ide et al. (2007 Ide et al. ( , 2008 showed that they satisfy moment-duration scaling M 0 ∝ T δ with exponent δ ≤ 2, different from the δ = 3 value of regular earthquakes, with more recent results suggesting (Ide 2008 ) exponent values for events with magnitudes smaller and larger than 3-4 close to 2 and 1, respectively.
Additional intriguing features of NVT-ETS include considerably higher susceptibly to triggering by passing waves, tides and other sources than regular earthquakes (e.g. Obara 2002; Miyazawa & Mori 2005; Shelly et al. 2007; Gomberg et al. 2008; Rubinstein et al. 2008; Peng et al. 2009; Thomas et al. 2009; Ide 2010) , various recurrence intervals with periodicities ranging from hours to several years (e.g. Miller et al. 2002; Shen et al. 2005; Lowry 2006; Brudzinski & Allen 2007; Rubinstein et al. 2008; Thomas et al. 2009 ), starting and stopping rapidly of relatively small NVT at various locations, and more regular migration of relatively large ETS with various velocities that may depend on local properties (e.g. Dragert et al. 2004; Obara et al. 2004; Brudzinski & Allen 2007; Shelly et al. 2007; Ide 2010; Obara 2010; Shelly 2010; Huston et al. 2011) . The form of the frequency-size statistics of NVT-ETS is not clear based on the available observations, with current results favouring exponential on power-law distribution (e.g. Watanabe et al. 2007; Hirose et al. 2010) . We note, however, that exponential appearance may result from tapering of an underlying power-law distribution observed over limited range of sizes (Fisher et al. 1997; Ben-Zion et al. 2003; Ben-Zion 2008) .
Various studies attempted to model the behaviour of NVT and ETS, appealing mostly to fluid effects and rate-state friction (see e.g. summaries in Rubinstein et al. 2010; Peng & Gomberg 2010) . However, the existing models typically have many sensitive parameters (e.g. 5 or more) that require careful tuning to explain a few selective observations. In this work we use a critical depinning transition (Fisher et al. 1997; BenZion et al. 2011 ) on a section of a frictional interface below the seismogenic zone in elastic solid (Ben-Zion 1996; Ben-Zion & Rice 1993) to address simultaneously the diverse observed properties of NVT-ETS. The focus is on basic general characteristics rather than specific behaviour at a given region. We distinguish between events smaller and larger than the size leading to saturation of the zone with NVT-ETS. The former correspond to the morefrequent smaller ongoing/background NVT and are predicted to have generic (universal) properties of a critical depinning failure in an infinite system. The latter correspond to the less-frequent relatively large ETS and are predicted to have modified (non-universal) characteristics that depend partially on the local properties. In addition to explaining generic features of observed results, the model makes further predictions on various characteristics that provide new target signals for future high-resolution field and laboratory observations.
M O D E L
The model assumes that slip processes in a large and narrow fault zone with width considerably smaller than the length and depth dimensions may be represented (Fig. 1 ) by a collection of cellular slip patches on a 2-D computational grid surrounded by a 3-D solid (Ben-Zion & Rice 1993; Ben-Zion 1996) . Each fault location represents deformation of a volumetric fault zone section centred on that position. Previous studies demonstrated that the model provides a simple effective representation for a large universality class of hybrid discrete-continuum frameworks with heterogeneities, evolving threshold dynamics and long-range interaction (e.g. Ben-Zion 2008; , Zöller et al. 2009 ).
The stress along the fault, generated by the boundary conditions and failing grid cells, is computed with a discretized boundary 
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where the 'interaction ' matrix K(i, j, k, l) gives the stress at cell (i, j) due to a uniform unit right-lateral slip at cell (k, l), and the 'source term' in the square bracket is the slip deficit of cell (k, l) at time t with respect to the plate motion. In numerical simulations the employed K (i, j, k, l) is based on the solution for dislocations in a 3-D elastic half-space (Ben-Zion & Rice 1993), while in derivations of the discussed analytical results a mean-field version with a constant average stress transfer is used (Fisher et al. 1997; Mehta et al. 2006) . The total slip at each cell is the sum of contributions from a slow creep process operating between earthquakes and rapid brittle failures producing seismic events (Ben-Zion 1996) . The creep process is governed by a power-law dependency of creep-velocity on the local stress V c (x, z, t) = c(x, z) τ (x, z, t) 3 with space-dependent coefficients c(x, z) that increase exponentially with depth and with distance from the right edge of the computational grid. The brittle process is governed by spatial distributions of static friction τ s , dynamic friction τ d and arrest stress τ a . The static friction characterizes the brittle strength of a cell until its initial failure in a given model earthquake. When the stress at a cell reaches τ s , the strength changes to τ d for the remaining duration of the event and the stress drops to the arrest level τ a , which may be lower than τ d to accommodate dynamic overshoot.
The key model ingredient for the presented results is the strengthchange parameter during slip
Situations with ε D > 0 and ε D < 0 represent (Ben-Zion & Rice 1993; Mehta et al. 2006; Ben-Zion et al. 2011 ) dynamic weakening and strengthening, respectively, while the limit neutral value ε D = 0-playing a fundamental role in the model-corresponds to a critical depinning transition of an interface in an infinite system (Fisher et al. 1997; . During slip at any location, the stress is redistributed everywhere (long-range interaction) according to (1). If the stress transfer from slipping patches increases the stress at other cells to their static or dynamic strength thresholds, as appropriate, these cells fail generating additional local slip episodes and the event grows. When the stresses at all cells are below the brittle failure thresholds, the event ends and the strength at all failing cells recovers back to τ s . The scalar seismic potency (integral of slip over failure area) and other quantities of the simulated events are computed from the seismic slip distribution on the fault. The magnitudes are calculated from the potencies using the empirical quadratic potency-magnitude scaling relation of Ben-Zion & Zhu (2002) based on observations that cover a wide range of event sizes including small ones. The creep parameters are chosen to produce an overall 'pine-tree' stress-depth profile corresponding to a 'brittle-ductile' transition around a depth of 20 km, and a gradual 'brittle-creep' transition toward the northwest edge of the computational grid. The precise details of the employed functional form and parameter values are in the file 'creep' in the Supplementary material. The static friction is given by τ s = C + f s σ n , where C = 10 MPa represents cohesion, f s = 0.75 and σ n increases linearly with depth with a gradient of 18 MPa km -1 . The local arrest stress is taken from a distribution τ a = τ s -3 MPa ± 1 MPa uncorrelated random fluctuations. These ingredients and boundary conditions serve to produce a representative 'tectonic environment' for the study, but the essential aspects of the results stem from the assumed distribution of the strength-change parameter ε D .
In a finite-size system some corrections apply to the analytical results on critical behaviour on an infinite interface (Goldenfeld 1992; Fisher et al. 1997; Perkovic et al. 1999) . In particular, the scaling relations derived for ε D = 0 hold also for events in the power-law regime of the size distribution for cases associated with
Here W is the shortest length scale (depth extent) of the interface, d is the fractal dimension of the system and C ε is a non-universal constant that depends on various details such as the degree of heterogeneities and precise form of the employed rheology. If 0 < ε D < ε c the dynamics of the small events is the same as for ε D = 0, while the larger events that saturate W are outside the power-law range of the frequency-size distribution and follow a more regular behaviour (Fisher et al. 1997; . The value of ε c is calculated with numerical simulations since it depends on many system-specific details (Goldenfeld 1992; Perkovic et al. 1999) . Additional details on the model and previous applications and results related to criticality near ε D = 0 can be found in Ben-Zion (1996), Fisher et al. (1997) , Ben-Zion (2008, section 5.2), and Dahmen et al. ( , 2011 .
To represent a gradually changing behaviour from that of regular earthquakes to NVT-ETS, we assume that ε D decreases linearly with depth from 0.8 at the surface to 0 at 20 km, and remains at the critical zero value below 20 km (Fig. 1) . The dynamic strength is determined from (2) using the assumed depth-dependent distributions of τ s and ε D . A decreasing ε D with depth may be produced physically by the increasing temperature-pressure and reduced brittleness with depth. This can explain the observed mild to no depth-variations of earthquake stress drops (e.g. Thatcher & Hanks 1973; Allmann & Shearer 2007; Yang et al. 2009 ), which is otherwise puzzling given that σ n increases with depth. The critical ε D = 0 value may be understood as the spatial average (mean-field value) of small positive and negative ε D on a spatially extended brittle-ductile transition section of finite dimensions having a mixture of patches with slight weakening and strengthening rheologies. The value ε D = 0 may also represent rapid healing at depth (due to high P-T), with strength recovery to τ s on the timescale of stress transfer from other failing regions. Both interpretations are relevant for a fault section around the bottom of the seismogenic zone. As mentioned, the analytical results for ε D = 0 also characterize the dynamics of small events on a finite fault section with ε D < ε c . The value of ε c is found in the next section to be ∼0.12 from simulation results, so the effective critical behaviour in the employed model realization starts at a depth of ∼17 km.
We note that the employed distribution of local stress drops at failing patches (τ s −τ a ) is assumed deliberately to be depthindependent. Using decreasing local stress drops with depth, which is likely more realistic, would have strengthened the presented results on the different behaviours in the sections corresponding to the regular seismogenic zone (ε D > ε c ) and critically depinning interface (ε D < ε c ). However, we retain depth-independent (τ s −τ a ) to emphasize that the near criticality condition ε D ≈ 0 around 20 km is sufficient to explain the diverse observed characteristics of NVT and ETS. Fig. 2(a) shows the hypocenters (+ signs) of simulated slip events on the fault during 100 yr of model evolution. As illustrated later, events with rupture areas confined to the top ∼17 km have classical properties and scaling relations (in space-time-size domains) of regular earthquakes, events contained below ∼17 km have markedly different set of properties characterizing NVT-ETS, and events that extend to both depth sections form a population with mixed properties. The vertical gap in the hypocentre distribution around 22 km is reminiscent of the gap that is observed for NVT near Parkfield (e.g. Peng et al. 2009; Shelly 2010) . However, the existence and size of the gap depend to some extent also on the assumed creep and τ a properties rather than being general characteristics of a transition of ε D (around 20 km) to ε D ≈ 0. In contrast, all the results discussed next for the region below (and somewhat above) 20 km are general aspects of a failure process on a fault section with ε D ≈ 0. Fig. 2(b) shows the spatio-temporal evolution of slip events in the depth section 20-25 km over 30 yr. The long horizontal yellow-red lines (representing relatively large slip values) correspond to ETS with size larger than W . These events appear to exhibit migration patterns (green ellipses) and they also appear to be associated with spontaneous segmentation of the fault (blue rectangles). We do not attach strong significance to these features but simply show them to illustrate the possible emergence of large-scale patterns. Such patterns (and other properties of relatively large ETS and slow slip events) will be examined in detail in follow-up studies using model realizations tailored to specific fault regions. The numerous ongoing smaller NVT (short red-purple lines) have considerable spatio-temporal randomness. The results are consistent overall with general characteristics of observed patterns of NVT and ETS at various locations (e.g. Dragert et al. 2004; Obara et al. 2004; Shelly et al. 2007; Shelly 2010; Ide 2010; Obara 2010; Huston et al. 2011) . We emphasize that we do not attempt to model here faultspecific patterns. This requires tuning the model parameters (e.g. dimensions, boundary conditions, frictional and creep properties, heterogeneities) to produce particular behaviour of interest and is left for future work.
R E S U LT S
The circles around the hypocentres in Fig. 2(a) , proportional to the rupture areas of the events, provide reasonable approximations for the shapes of failure areas in the regular seismogenic zone, where the events generated with ε D > ε c are geometrically compact. The circles, however, do not represent properly the shapes of events in the deeper region with ε D ≈ 0, where the failure areas are fractal (Fisher et al. 1997; ) and hence highly patchy. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 with example slip distributions of representative events at various positions on the fault. A more detailed illustration of the different geometrical characters, slip values and spatio-temporal patterns of events above and below ∼20 km is given in the Supplementary Material by animation of slip evolution on the fault over 100 yr. In the top ∼20 km some simulated earthquakes have fairly large slip values (Fig. 3 and animation) and the frequency-size event statistics follow the characteristic distribution. The latter is evident in Figs 4 and 5 discussed in more detail later. In contrast, below ∼20 km the events have (Figs 3-5 and animation) relatively small slip values and the frequency-size statistics follow a power law with exponential tapering near the largest events. The discrete frequency-moment statistics of events in a finite fault section with ε D ≈ 0 is predicted analytically (Fisher et al. 1997) 
, with exponent 1+β = 3/2 and corner moment M c that increases with the system size. The associated frequency-magnitude statistics follow for various conditions (Fisher et al. 1997; Ben-Zion et al. 2003; Ben-Zion 2008) the Gutenberg-Richter distribution with b-value in the range 0.75-1.
The failure events in the seismogenic zone with ε D > ε c satisfy the usual scaling relations of regular earthquakes. In particular, the slip u and event duration T are proportional (e.g. Kanamori & Anderson 1975; Ben-Zion 2008) to the effective rupture radius R = A 1/2 with A being the rupture area, so the seismic moment scales as M 0 ∝ A u ∝ R 3 ∝ T 3 . In contrast, on the deeper section with ε D ≈ 0, u for the critical depinning process is approximately constant rather than being proportional to the rupture dimension (Fig. 5) , since the fractal failure areas consist of multiple disconnected patches (Fig. 3 and animation) . In this case, the relevant scaling relations are A ∝ R 2 / ln R, u ∝ (ln R) 1/3 , T ∝ R, and (Fisher et al. 1997) . Here R is the average distance from the hypocentre to the edges of all slip patches of a given event. For the small NVT not influenced by finite-size effects, this implies moment-duration scaling with exponent slightly below 2. For the large ETS that saturate W and propagate primarily along strike, the effective dimension of the fault section and the exponent of the moment-duration scaling become about 1. These analytical expectations are in agreement to first order with the observed scaling results of NVT-ETS Ide 2008) .
Figs 4(a) and (b) show the temporal evolution of seismic potencies (moment divided by rigidity) above and below 20 km, respectively. In the top seismogenic zone the activity is dominated by (nonrepeating) large earthquake cycles with quasi-periodic moderate to large earthquakes and superposed ongoing smaller events. The two event populations are separated by a clear size gap implying the characteristic distribution. In contrast, the activity in the deeper section with ε D ≈ 0 is scale-invariant with respect to time and size of the events. The potency values exhibit statistical fluctuations with far smaller amplitudes than those in the shallower region, and they have a smooth spread implying the Gutenberg-Richter distribution. Significantly, the potencies in Fig. 4(b) have no clear correlations to either the largest events below 20 km or the large earthquake cycles in the shallower seismogenic zone. This behaviour is expected analytically for a critical process (e.g. Yeomans 1992; Binney et al. 1993; Sethna 2007) . Fig. 5 presents the temporal evolution of seismicity and various scaling relations generated by the model simulation. The panels on the right illustrate several aspects of the response in the critically depinning region discussed earlier. The seismicity below 20 km is scale-invariant in size and time (Fig. 5a right-hand side), lacking any dynamical structure other than small statistical fluctuations.
The slip values below 20 km have little to no dependency on the potencies and dimensions of the events (Figs 5b, c right-hand side), and the frequency-size event statistics follow a tapered power-law resembling exponential distribution (Fig. 5d right-hand side) . To determine the value of ε c , below which the response of the finite-size fault corresponds to critical depinning, we plot in the left panels results for different depth sections. The events with hypocentres shallower than 15 km exhibit generally (red circles) scaling relations associated with regular earthquakes and they have size statistics producing overall the characteristic distribution. As discussed by Ben-Zion et al. (2003) , some events in this region that occur when the evolving stress on the fault is strongly heterogeneous also exhibit critical-like behaviour. In the 18-20 km region and part of the 16.5-18 km section, the results are generally similar to those generated below 20 km with ε D = 0. In the 15-16.5 km region and part of the 16.5-18 km section, there is a mixture (grey and some green circles) of critical-like and regular earthquake behaviours. The simulation results indicate that in the employed model realization, ε c ≈ 0.12 and the critically depinning fault section starts at ∼17 km.
Adding to the employed constant tectonic loading periodic components, representing, for example, surface waves, tides and various atmospheric and oceanic forcing terms, can augment the critical scale-invariant behaviour on the highly susceptible section with ε D ≈ 0 with corresponding superposed periodicities. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 with results from model simulation where we add to the constant tectonic loading a small periodic term Acos(2π t/T 0 ) with A = 0.02 MPa and T 0 = 1yr. The small additional annual loading has minor effects on the seismicity in the regular seismogenic zone (Fig. 6a) , but it changes dramatically the response of the critical depinning region (Fig. 6b) . Both the number (Fig. 6c) and size (Fig. 6d) of the events below 20 km are now modulated by annual periodicity, and they are correlated statistically with the stressing rate (which leads the stress by T 0 /4). The high susceptibility to triggering in the critical depinning region (Figs 6b-d) can explain, together with various repeating loading mechanisms (yet to be fully determined) and dimensions of critical fault sections, the existence of numerous periodicities in the temporal occurrence of NVT and ETS (e.g. Miller et al. 2002; Shen et al. 2005; Brudzinski & Allen 2007; Rubinstein et al. 2008; Thomas et al. 2009 ).
The strong differences in the response of the regions corresponding to the regular seismogenic zone (Figs 4a, 6a ) and critically depinning region (Figs 4b, 6b-d) stem from the different selforganized structures of the evolving stress fields in these sections (although they have the same distribution of τ s −τ a ). We emphasize that the distribution of τ s −τ a governs only the local stress drops at hypocentre locations, while the stress drops of failure events (being the differences between the initial and final stress fields over the entire failure areas) are functions of the evolving stress field that produces the initial stress distribution for each event. (See Bailey & Ben-Zion (2009) for detailed results on statistical properties of earthquake stress drops in several model realizations of a regular seismogenic zone.) The stress drops of failure events, and hence differences from the stress needed for subsequent failures, depend strongly on ε D through its significant role in governing the structure of the evolving stress field.
In the critical region with ε D ≈ 0, the evolving stress field is fractal and the stress drops of failure events are relatively small, so parts of that section are always close to failure leading to high susceptibility to triggering. In contrast, in the seismogenic zone with ε D > ε c , the stress field is relatively synchronized in space and the stress drops are relatively large, so the susceptibility to triggering is low. Although various stress perturbations (produced by either events in the seismogenic zone or the small added annual loading) can trigger events in the highly susceptible region with ε D ∼ 0, the probability of triggered events to become large is generally small because the stress field in that region is always rough. The small added annual loading has larger effects on the seismicity in the critically depinning region than large events in the seismogenic zone (Figs 4 and 6), since it operates persistently over extended time intervals, while the stress perturbations generated by events in the seismogenic zone operate over very short intervals.
Examination of the activity below ∼20 km over relatively short periods of several years may give the impression (Fig. 2b and animation) that there are multiple migration patterns of events with various velocities. However, with the possible exception of the large ETS events that saturate the zone with ε D ≈ 0, these are apparent rather than real migration sequences. As is the usual case with critical phenomena (Binney et al. 1993; Fisher et al. 1997; , the entire fault section with ε D ≈ 0 is near failure at all times and the activity of relatively small ongoing NVT is associated with random flickering. All the failure episodes in the region with ε D ≈ 0 are components of ongoing slow motion associated with the critical depinning of the interface (Fisher et al. 1997) , so they may indeed be viewed as parts of slow slip events as suggested by observations (Rogers & Dragert 2003; Obara et al. 2004; Rubinstein et al. 2010; Peng & Gomberg 2010) . The criticality condition ε D ≈ 0 also implies generically slow slip and rupture velocities since the average velocity of the critically slipping parts of the interface during motion fluctuates closely around the plate velocity (e.g. Fisher et al. 1997; Ben-Zion et al. 2011) . This can explain the relatively low frequency content and long duration of NVT-ETS.
For conditions near criticality (ε D ≈ 0), the source time function of failure events, averaged over all events with the same duration, is (Mehta et al. 2006; ) a parabola of the form Ax(1 − x) . The average source time function of failure events with the same potency/moment follows the exponential function A 1 x exp(−Bx 2 /2). In these expressions, x stands for time rescaled by the total duration or potency/moment, as appropriate, and A, A 1 , B are non-universal constants (Mehta et al. 2006; . These results add to the list of model expectations that may be tested with future high-resolution observations of NVT-ETS. Clarifying further the response to various triggering mechanisms, using model realizations corresponding to specific fault sections, and simulating a critical depinning behaviour on a fault governed by other rheologies with near-zero weakening are subjects of continuing studies.
C O N C L U S I O N S
The presented results illustrate that a critical depinning transition on a frictional interface can provide a simple unified explanation for the observed set of unusual properties (moment-duration scaling, slow slip and rupture velocities, high susceptibility to triggering and related generation of numerous periodicities, flickering of small events and along-strike migration of large ones) that distinguish NVT and ETS from regular tectonic earthquakes. The critical depinning transition explains generically the observed phenomenology of the numerous ongoing NVT in the region with ε D < ε c , and it provides a framework for analysing with additional system-dependent details the modified behaviour of the larger ETS. A detailed examination of the results indicates that some events that begin below 20 km induce slip in the shallower section and vice versa (Fig. 3  and animation) . On certain occasions the deep NVT-ETS may trigger a large earthquake in the seismogenic zone. In particular, some events that begin near the boundary between the critical and regular regions grow to become large earthquakes (e.g. green lines in Fig. 5 top left-hand side). However, as shown by the diverse results in Figs 4-6 and animation, these are low-probability statistical occurrences rather than systematic predictive patterns.
The model's ability to explain with a single tuning parameter (ε D ) on a frictional fault a transition from regular earthquakes to NVT-ETS with properties consistent overall with the available diverse observations implies that it captures essential aspects of the underlying natural process. If so, monitoring the occurrence of NVT and ETS is not likely to provide useful information for predicting the times of earthquakes in the seismogenic zone. Going beyond the existing observations, the model makes additional predictions that can be tested with future high-resolution observations. These include fractal slip areas, discrete power-law frequencypotency/moment statistics with exponent 3/2 and exponential tapering, overall scale-invariant potency/moment/magnitude time histories (ignoring periodicities of triggered events), evolving size and rate of triggered periodic NVT correlated with the (potentially very small) stressing rate of the periodic loadings, and parabolic (or exponential) source time functions for event sizes measured by duration (or moment/potency). Using model realizations with more detailed rheologies (e.g. rate-state friction and damage models), additional periodic loadings and configurations tailored to specific locations (e.g. through model dimensions, rheological properties, randomness, boundary conditions) may provide additional insights on the expected dynamics of fault sections with conditions leading to critical depinning. Results from such studies will be presented in follow-up works.
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